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the organisational framework of the household. Given the cultural premise of household
autonomy and the cultural ideal of household independence - and the general circum
stances that make the first practicable and the second feasible - it may be stated that the
system of Kabbashi pastoral nomadism does not provide the economic conditions in
^hich it is possible for one household to maintain permanent dominance over another,
^uch dominance among the Kababish is, strictly speaking, a feature of the political
system, and derives from the control by individuals over the means of making and imple
menting decisions within the framework of political units (102).

Political structures which had already been mentioned in these chapters (especially :
Administrative Units and Agnatic Kinship, Chapter 8, pp. 133-156), are discussed ex
P y ofesso in the Chapters 9 to 11 (157-229) and the Conclusion (230-247). It is particularly
miportant to know that the present form of political powçr is of quite recent origin.
Huring the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries “the Kababish” was the name of a loose
c °nfederation of tribes.

There does not appear to have been a precise political boundary which marked off
a given number of tribes as belonging permanently to "the Kababish". Tribes joined and
Gt the confederation at different periods and migrated from one locality to another

About the middle of the nineteenth century, the Turco-Egyptian government
1 Enforced the power of the Paramount Shaikh of the Kordofan group (159). After the
troubles of the Madhist period (1883-1898) the Anglo-Egyptian Condominium made Ali
a t~ Tom Nazir (Paramount Shaikh) of "the Kababish tribe” (160). This able politician
(died only in 1937) accomplished the centralisation of political authority “in two comple
mentary ways : a) by consolidating his authority as supreme head of the tribe in relations
Wl th the central government and with other tribes, and b) by eliminating independent
Sources of political power within the tribe” (161; cf. 161-179). At the end of this period
the higher offices were all... held by the small Awlad Fadallah lineage which consisted

°t Shaikh Ali’s agnatic first cousins and their offspring” (177; see the context).
In the Conclusion (230-247), Asad makes the comparison between the theories

luoted in the Introduction (1-10) and the results of his analysis.

The political history of the Kababish reveals what may
diminution of the social boundary of political consent... Thus today, the major forms of
Political allocation (i. e. those that affect the tribes as a total unit) do not involve the
Consent of the mass of the Kababish. High administrative offices (Nazir, Assistant to the
Aazir, Court President, etc.) are distributed by and to members of the Awlad Fadlallah
uneage without the specific agreement of the rest of the tribe (231).

The often exaggerated emphasis on consent as a necessary element in all political
^locations appears to be the result of an uncritical dependence on certain functionalist

theories (cf. 235-237).

••• neither ‘consensual’ nor ‘coercive’ power... adequately characterizes or explains
e dominance of the Awlad Fadlallah leaders over the tribe as a total unit...

p- To p u t it another
ubabish is not based o:

way, the dominance of the Awlad Fadlallah over the rest of the
e —* ^ on any noticeable exercise of repression, still less on the voluntary
Sr&gt;4 an g e °t political power for the right to invoke certain obligations in the future (in
kite of the nominal existence of district elections). It is based rather on the inability of

+ e [other] Kababish to compete with the Awlad Fadlallah for the means of adminis-
mtion over the tribe (237).

e To conclude: the present structure of political domination among the Kababish
? r § e d under special historical circumstances and is today recognised by the masses as

p^mate. That is to say, as far as Kabbashi subjects are concerned, their rulers have
so _ Ca * authority (have the right to rule) because they possess the effective power to do
°ne^ S ° as suc l1 P° wer is not blatantly abused, it is felt morally appropriate that
ma S ^° u ^d submit to this authority. I have suggested that although individual Kababish
  recognise that their leaders perform valuable administrative services for them, this
Su ?§ 1 11° is not the source of the latter’s authority, that consent is not involved in
a nq au i-h°rity. For consent strictly speaking is only present when people have the right
p 0 P 7he power to participate (directly or indirectly) in the making of authoritative

nical decisions to which thev  snbiect (2451decisions to which they are subject (245).
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